
 
 
PROGRAM NOTE 

 
In February of 2006, I visited several museums in Manhattan seeking inspiration on which to base a new 

commission from the IRIS Chamber Orchestra. When I came across a few Rothko paintings housed in the Museum 
of Modern Art, I had a very strong, visceral reaction to them and decided that Rothko’s art would be the ‘muse’ for 
my piece. I felt I needed to see for myself each of the Rothko paintings I would ultimately be setting to music. 
Having neither the time nor the resources to travel around the world, I decided to choose among those works that 
would be the most readily accessible. After spending a significant amount of time researching Rothko’s entire 
catalog, I found four works that resonated with me: Orange, Yellow, Red and Wine. These four paintings appealed to 
me because of their distinct characteristics as well as their similarities, allowing me to create a narrative for the 
music. 

Orange [Untitled (Violet, Black, Orange, Yellow on White and Red), 1949, oil on canvas] is housed 
permanently in the Guggenheim Museum in New York City, where I live. Yellow [No. 5/No. 22, 1949, oil on 
canvas] is at the Museum of Modern Art, also in New York City, while Red [No. 301 (Reds and Violet over 
Red/Red and Blue over Red), 1959, oil on canvas] is at the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art, which I 
visited over the summer. The most elusive painting was Wine [No. 9 (White and Black on Wine), 1958, oil on 
canvas]. To me, this painting was the most evocative of the four, but it also required the greatest amount of detective 
work to locate. When I started looking for Wine, it was housed in a private collection and I had no idea how to view 
it. I spent a month searching for this painting. My investigation led me to: Rothko’s gallery, PaceWildenstein; 
Christie’s of New York, where it was purchased anonymously in May 2003; the Getty Institute in Los Angeles; and 
the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. I eventually discovered that the painting was at the newly 
constructed Glenstone Museum in Potomac, Maryland, which at the time was still closed to the public. The 
proprietors of the Glenstone were kind enough to arrange a private viewing for me in September 2006. 

Finding Rothko explores the wonders of Mark Rothko’s paintings. Each movement represents a painting, but 
the piece is played without pause. In order to make an aural distinction between movements, I created a theme, 
which I dubbed ‘Rothko’s theme,’ that appears before the beginning of each movement.  

In my mind, Orange represents a reflective moment yet to be fully realized, whereas Yellow is the realization of 
that moment. Therefore, it seemed natural to begin with Orange and follow it with Yellow. As the color palette of 
Yellow exhibits a streak of red, I instantly felt a transition into the third movement. The enormity and brilliance of 
Red struck me, and I knew this would be the musical climax of the entire composition. Wine naturally became the 
last movement — the culmination of the rest of the paintings — both because I found it incredibly haunting and 
because my journey in finding it exemplified the spirit of the work. The music comprising Wine is ‘Rothko’s theme’ 
developed.  

The indelible beauty of Rothko’s work lies in its luminosity and ability to captivate the imagination.  I hope I 
have managed to capture the essence and spirit of his work in this piece. I would like to thank the Glenstone 
Museum, Jeffrey Weiss, Thomas Crow, John Corigliano, Katrina Walter and Steven Schoenberg. 
 
Performance note: 

 
= Play between and including the boxed pitches in random and constantly changing patterns, as fast as possible at 
the given dynamic. Vary the patterns constantly. Do not play chromatic scales up and down! 
 
For example, this could be realized as: 

 
 
 
 

 
= Play between and including the boxed pitches in random and constantly changing patterns, as fast as possible at 
the given dynamic. Vary the patterns constantly. Do not play chromatic scales up and down! Continue to play within 
given interval and quickly descend (or ascend depending on the figure) to the new box of pitches. 
 
For example, this could be realized as: 

 


